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Qualities of a Good Leader
SIMRAN KUMARI
AIMS Institute of Management Studies
Abstract- The Ability to learn is the key factor for
anyone who wants to become leader. Leader are not
born they are made by their vibes. Eminent leader
has totally different methods for coordinating a
group, a division, or an organization. One of the most
significant components
of viable authority is
making an open line of correspondence with your
colleagues. Driving gathering of individuals requires
a shared feeling of trust and comprehension between
the leader and their colleagues. To accomplish this,
leader ought to figure out how to interface. A viable
leader realizes how to show others what is required,
instead of just letting them know.
Indexed Terms- Peace, Stress, Mindful, Pressure
I.

INTRODUCTION

The team leader means the person who has the ability
to create a vision and influence, motivate, and inspire
their team to achieve certain goals. To become a
decent group leader, you should concern progressively
about your group's prosperity and colleague's
profession. One of the authority characteristics that
characterize a decent leader is trustworthiness. At the
point when you are answerable for a group of
individuals, it is essential to be clear. As a leader it is
your duty to keep up and continue pushing a head.
II.

ELABORATIVE APPROACH

III.








FINDINGS

Question yourself
Consolidate routine action
Clear the clutter
Set the goals
Plans ahead
Eliminate distractions
Delegate more often 8. Track your time
CONCLUSION

Like savvy you will construct an extraordinary group
who will prepared to confront any difficulty. Leader
are not conceived; leader is made by their Vibes. The
group leader ought to have three characteristics
Integrity, Intelligence, Knowledge.
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APPENDIX
Diagram 1.1
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